
 

 
 

Horse Leader Training Manual 
 
 
Safe leading practices and skills 
 

• Review general volunteer material 

• Volunteer commitment 

• Emergency information 

• Review horse leader material 

• Horse Leader role and responsibilities 

• What to expect during a lesson. 

• Getting to know the horses 
 
Move to barn and riding arena 

• Practice leading techniques 

• Practice leading horse to and from the mounting block and ramp 

• (Barn staff - leading horses to and from fields) 
 
 
 



 

THE HORSE LEADER POSITION 
 
The Lesson Volunteer Team 
 
Leader 

 
 
The job of the leader is to be the constant communicator to the horse or pony from the time the animal leaves 
the stall, throughout the lesson session, and upon return of the animal to the stall or pasture area. 
 
HORSE LEADERS  
Responsible for the control of the horse or pony from the time the animal leaves the stall, throughout the 
lesson session, and upon return of the animal to the stall. 
 

• Ability to control a large animal (horse, pony, draft or miniature) 

• Calm and gentle nature with animals 

• Knowledge of the proper leading position 

• Ability to walk for a minimum of fifty minutes and jog for short distances 

• The proper position for the leader is to walk beside the horse or pony’s head.  

• DO NOT GET IN FRONT or TOO FAR BEHIND.  

• You should never use the lead line to drag the horse forward. Take care to ensure the horse’s head is 
not merely pushed up in the air since that may throw the rider off-balance.  

• Do not let the horse’s head get too low to the ground as this may pull the rider forward.  

• Keep your hands away from the horse’s mouth.  

• Hold the lead line 12-18" away from the ring or buckle at the walk (keep a smile in your line).  

• Hold the extra length of the lead in your opposite hand, but NEVER wrap it around your hand.  

• We do switch the side on which we lead the horses occasionally to accommodate their comfort. 
 
Remember, just as the size of horses varies, so do their steps. With some horses, you will be able to walk 
faster than with others. Adjust your step to that of the horse so that you are not pulling him forward or 
holding him back. 
 
No matter how slow the pony or horse you are leading is, the leader should not try to take the rider's place 
either by pulling the mount forward or turning or stopping the horse. It is the rider’s responsibility to do as 
much as they can. The instructor will point out to you when the rider needs assistance, and as you work with 
riders, you will start to get a feel of when to step in and help. 
 
The rider should have complete freedom to use the reins correctly, be careful to ensure that the lead line does 
not run over the rider’s reins; it must hang between the rider’s reins. 



 

 
AT THE MOUNTING BLOCK or RAMPS 
If you are going to lead a rider that has to mount from the ramp, pay close attention to the instructor because 
they will tell you where to position the horse in the mounting area. You will want to place the horse as close as 
possible to the side of the ramp on which the rider will be mounting. Riders generally mount and dismount on 
the left side of the horse. It is your responsibility to keep the horse as quiet as possible while the rider mounts. 
 
Stand slightly to the side but turn your body towards the horse's head, facing it with your right hand on the 
lead and your left hand on or near the horse’s right shoulder (be aware of where your feet are near the 
horse’s hooves). The instructor will inform you if you need to hold the halter during the mounting process. Use 
care and be alert to each mounting situation. 
 
After your rider has mounted and before the stirrups are adjusted, the instructor will ask you to move your 
horse forward a few steps to clear the mounting block, stop when told by the instructor. They will adjust the 
girth and rider’s feet in the stirrups. At this time, you should face forward and assume your position at the 
head of the horse, then the instructor will let you know where to stand, or to walk around while the rest of the 
class is mounting. 
 
Be sure to listen to the instructor and follow their instructions. 
 
LEADER IN THE RING 
Once the rider has mounted, the instructor will tell you where to stand with the horse. Be sure to stay a safe 
distance from the horse in front of you (two horse length between each is a good gauge). As the class begins, 
instructions will be given to the student by name. Please always wear your name tag to allow them to learn 
your name. 
 
It is tempting to turn around to talk with or assist your rider, but your responsibility is to pay attention to the 
horse and where you are going. Listen to the rider and sidewalkers for instructions or whether or not you need 
to assist with a specific maneuver. 
 
AT THE HALT 
We ask you to stand at the side with your shoulders square and forward at the halt as this will keep the horse 
from moving forward, which is especially important while the riders are doing their exercises. Do not turn your 
body to face the horse. If you must look back, please turn your head and keep your body squarely facing 
forward. We use the halt as a “breather” for the horses; you should not hold their heads too tight (do not 
“choke up” on the lead rope). Allow the horse freedom to move its head around. Please do not rub and 
scratch the horse, as this may be a distraction to them during the lesson.. Occasionally the horse will need to 
walk around, but the instructor will alert you to those situations. 
 
AT THE WALK 
Many leaders forget that the riders may also have sidewalkers. Be aware not to get too close to the side of the 
ring, jumps or other obstacles or you will not have room to fit through safely. GIVE YOURSELF ROOM FROM 
THE HORSE IN FRONT OF YOU. Though none of our animals are known to be kickers, all horses can kick if they 
feel pressured by a horse following too closely behind them. If your rider cannot maintain a safe distance, it is 
your job to do so. If you must make a turn suddenly for safety reasons – verbalize your intentions to your team 
– the sidewalkers and rider, as a sudden turn can throw off a rider’s balance, and sidewalkers need to be well 



 

aware of the imminent risk. 
 
Do not assist in making turns unless directed by the instructor, but  if you see that your rider is getting into 
trouble and unable to follow directions given by the instructor, it is your job to help. The sidewalker(s) should 
be prompting students to stay “tuned in” to their instructor’s directions. 
 
AT THE TROT 
Often during a lesson, the students will be asked to trot. Since trotting is faster than walking, the leader must 
be more alert to the horse, rider, and surroundings. The instructor will come over, if necessary, to give specific 
instructions to the student and you. Before starting the trot, be sure the rider and sidewalkers are ready. 
 
The proper way to trot your horse is to start at a walk, ask your horse to walk on to gradually walk faster, then 
say TROT and begin to jog. Your horse will join you. If a horse is reluctant to trot, then if you need to, use your 
lead rope to encourage them to trot, a gentle pull forward may help. Most of our horses are good at voice 
commands; however, some horses will need a little help. Do not look at the horse but look where you are 
going. DO NOT YANK ON THE LEAD OR APPLY CONSTANT PRESSURE. If you are having trouble, your instructor 
will assist. DO NOT SMOOCH/make kissing sounds: this means CANTER! 
 
To transition your horse back down to a walk, tell your horse to walk, slow your pace, and your horse will join 
you. If they do not, then you can give a gentle pull back on your lead rope.  Do not yank on the lead or apply 
constant pressure.  . Do not use your body to try and slow or stop your horse as it can lead to injury. You must 
do maneuvers in a straight line not to unseat the rider, transition smoothly, with no sudden stops or starts, 
and make sure the team is ready. 
 
DURING THE GAMES 
Games are an integral part of every lesson, and the leader is an essential part of all games. The instructor will 
give the riders and volunteers the rules of the games. The sidewalkers will need to watch the rider to see if 
they understand the directions. If there are no sidewalkers, the instructor will talk to the rider and get them 
ready for the game.   Remember, it is the rider playing,  allow the student to do as much as possible by 
themselves. We want everyone to enjoy the game but remember to not  lose focus on safety. Make sure the 
horses remain at a safe distance apart from each other. 
 
FALLS DO HAPPEN 
Though falls are very rare, they can and do happen. If your rider falls, your only concern is the horse you are 
leading. The instructor will take care of the student. If another rider falls and the horse gets loose, then STOP 
IMMEDIATELY and stand beside your horse. NEVER LET GO OF YOUR HORSE if possible. Do not panic if there is 
a fall. Your job is to stop and hold your horse. If the rider falls close to the horse and the horse stops, walk the 
horse a safe distance away from the rider to allow someone to attend to the rider. 



 

LOOSE HORSE 
If a horse gets loose, DO NOT CHASE THE HORSE. A chased horse may run faster. They are prey animals, and 
they use flight as a defense. All other leaders need to stop their horses and remain still. When horses are 
scared, they will seek comfort and may go to another horse. Wait for further instructions from the instructor. 
 
DISMOUNTING 
Unless otherwise specified, the instructor will dismount the student. You will receive specific instructions on 
bringing your horse to the ramp, block, or remaining in the center of the ring. Once again, keep your mount 
quiet by standing slightly to the front and “turned in” towards the horse’s head while your rider dismounts. 
 
 
LEADING REMINDERS 
 

• Keep your attention on the horse. 

• Follow the Instructor’s directions; listen to sidewalkers/riders if assistance is needed. 

• Improper leading can change the horse's movement, affecting their physical health and affecting what 
the rider is feeling. 

• Horses have two blind spots, directly in front of and directly behind the body. 

• Horses are protective of their personal space, do not lead too close behind or beside another horse. 

• Horses can sense what you are feeling, so it is essential to stay calm. 

• The riders should be doing the steering during lessons; however, you can support and help as needed. 
 
Leading “Do’s”: 

• Use voice commands 

• Walk beside the horse (about an arm's length away) at the head, squarely facing forward 

• Look up and where you are going at all times 

• Allow the horse to have free head and neck movement 

• Maintain two horse-length’s distance between other horses in the lesson 

• Tune in to the horse’s body language* so you are able to know when something is going wrong 
 
Leading “Don’ts” 

• Walk in front of and drag the horse to move faster (even at the trot) 

• Turn suddenly or sharply; it will knock horse and rider off balance 

• Assume that the rider is unable to control the horse; many of them can 

• Look down at the ground, stare at the horse, or let your eyes wander in a "daydream" 

• Wrap the lead line around your hand or let it hang past your knees/low to the ground 

• Use your body to force  the horse to move; instead use your shoulders to help steer the horse. 
 
Always remain cautious around the horses. While your skills and confidence may increase while working with 
them, a healthy respect for their size and ability to act out of their typical behavior will help you greatly. If you 
follow the safety procedures and remain alert to your surroundings and environment, you will be able to 
reduce the risks of working around the horses. 
 
Please ask questions. If you are not comfortable completing a task – please stop and ask someone to help you 
until you are comfortable. Your safety, the rider’s safety and the horse’s safety is of the utmost importance to 



 

us. 
 
Periodically, workshops and practice sessions are held. You may be asked to take advantage of the practice 
time and opportunity to improve your skills and knowledge. 
 
HORSE BODY LANGUAGE 
 



 

 



 

TACK AND EQUIPMENT USED 
 
Peacock Safety Stirrups 
Peacock stirrups are similar to a regular stirrup iron. The inner side is the regular 
stirrup iron but the outer side is designed with a heavy rubber band attaching to 
the top & bottom of the stirrup. Used as a precaution for the rider: should the rider 
fall or the foot slide forward, the heavy rubber band will release, so that the foot 
keeps from being caught in the stirrup. Rubber band should be on the outside edge 
of the rider’s foot (faces the front of the saddle when no rider is mounted). 
 
Devonshire Boots 
Devonshire Boots are a special kind of stirrup, with leather enclosing the front, 
sides, and bottom; they are used to prevent a rider’s foot from sliding all the 
way through the stirrup. The floor of the stirrup also gives greater support and 
stabilization to the rider’s foot & ankle. Riders with Cerebral Palsy tend to find 
these useful. 
 
Helmets 
The ASTM-SEI riding helmet or a CPSC type of lightweight helmet will protect the rider’s head 
and is required for all riders whenever riding or working with or near the horses. It should have 
a full chin strap harness. 
 
English Saddle 
The English tack is used more frequently for therapeutic riding. It is easier for the rider to 
mount, dismount, and do exercises on the horse and be able to have closer contact with the 
horse and its movements. 
 
Bareback Pads/Cashel Soft Saddle 
The bareback pad can be a fabric saddle or soft felt material. It allows the 
rider to get closer to the horse’s warmth & movements (which helps the rider 
to relax & be massaged-for those that have CP, tight or spastic muscles.) The 
cashel offers similar benefits but gives more support to the rider. 
 
Sheepskin Saddle Cover 
Riders that have pressure sores due to decreased sensation, a spinal cord 
injury, Spina Bifida, thin skin, or lack of muscle tone may use the fleece saddle 

cover to prevent developing more pressure sores. 
 
Black Mattes Pad 
Helps adjust the fit of the saddle to individual horses (each EQUI-
KIDS horse has their own). 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Cloth Saddle & Pad Covers 
Help protect the saddle & pads from contaminants; (saddle covers are 
numbered and match the saddle number of each EQUI-KIDS horse). 
 

Ladder Reins 
Ladder reins are designed to aid riders who have poor hand grasp, 
poor arm coordination or who only have the use of one arm. The reins 
are bridged by a supplemental piece of leather or webbing at regular 
intervals. This enables the rider to hold on to one of the rungs, keeping 
the reins at a proper length and enabling the rider to steer. 
 
Colored Reins (Rainbow) 
Standard reins in red, yellow, and white can be used for low vision riders. Colored reins 
can be used to help learn right from left, i.e. red rein for the right hand & blue rein for the 
left. 
 
Bridle 
The bridle is a head harness, which holds the bit for guiding a horse while 
riding. 
 
Halter 
The halter has no bit and can be placed over the bridle. It is used to handle 
or lead a horse or pony. 
 
Lead Rope, Lead Line 
A rope with a snap on one end used to attach to the halter for leading or 
tying a horse. 
 
Mounting Ramp 
An essential piece of equipment, the mounting ramp aids the rider to 
mount and dismount the horse with the help of the Instructor. 



 

HORSE TERMS YOU MAY HEAR 
 

• Bedding (Shavings) – Wood shavings are used as a soft padding in the horse’s stall. 

• Bell boots (over reach boots) – Rubber bell shaped boots worn over the coronet and hoof to protect 
the horse’s front feet from overstepping (hitting) with the hind feet. 

• Bit – A piece of metal, rubber or plastic that goes into the horse’s mouth and attaches to the reins and 
the headstall. 

• Bit Rings – The rings on each side of the bit where the bit lead or reins attach. 

• Bolting- The horse makes a sudden move to run away. 

• Bute – A common medicine given to animals for pain and as an anti-inflammatory drug. 

• Canter – Three-beat gait, the second to fastest gait of a horse. 

• Cavaletti – Poles suspended on two crossbars or blocks. A very small jump. 

• Change of Rein (Change of hand) – change direction. 

• Chewing on the Bit – Can be viewed two ways: a good sign of relaxation and acceptance of the bit or a 
nervous habit. 

• Colic – Mild to severe pain in the digestive system of the horse. 

• Contact – The amount of “feel” in the reins linking the hands to the bit. 

• Cribbing – the horse anchors his teeth into a horizontal, fixed surface, arches neck, and inhales air. A 
bad habit due to boredom. 

• Downward Transition – Changing to a slower gait when riding. 

• Equitation – proper body positioning while riding. 

• Farrier – Cares for the horse’s hooves (trimming and shoeing). 

• Girth – A strap that secures the saddle. 

• Halter – Used to lead a horse without a bit. 

• Haunches – The hindquarters of the horse. Lame – The horse moves unevenly or limps. Lead Line – A 
rope with which to lead a horse. Mounted – Sitting on a horse. 

• Near Side – The left side of the horse. 

• Off Side – The right side of the horse. 

• Over-Reach – The horse’s hind legs strike the forelegs while moving. 

• Paddock – A small enclosure near the stable. 

• Pace – Two beats to each stride with both legs on one side moving together. 

• Posting (Rising Trot) – The rising and descending of the rider with the rhythm of the trot. 

• Schooling – Training a horse for what he is intended to do. 

• Seat – The position a rider takes on a horse. 

• Sitting Trot – The rider sits deep in the saddle and maintains contact with the saddle while trotting. 

• Tacking Up – To put tack on a horse. 

• Transition – To change from one gait to another. 

• Upward Transition – Changing to a faster gait. 

• Walk – A four-beat gait. 
 
 


